Naturally elegant, these beautifully finished Venetian blinds are a very effective window dressing. Venetian blinds offer so much versatility for control of light, privacy, airflow & filtering of harsh UV.

We have a full range of high quality wooden venetians crafted from hardwood or cost effective PVC & Aluminium blinds. The colour options and range of slat sizes allow us to customise the look of your blinds to really compliment the interior of your home.

Sunrise Venetian blinds are fitted with a unique break away safety tassel which reduces the risk of injury from blind cords to babies, children and pets - make it safe by choosing Sunrise Venetian Blinds.

These made to measure venetian blinds offer you the perfect solution for any room.

Features & Benefits

- Made to measure to suit any window size.
- Extremely functional window covering with fantastic versatility.
- Protect your furniture and floor coverings from harmful UV without blocking out your view & light.
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Contemporary Venetian Blinds

BLINDS WITH NO HOLES IN THE SLATS FOR BETTER LIGHT BLOCK

The Phoenixwood contemporary venetian blind features routless slats as the standard finish. This means that the blind has no holes through the middle of the slat for better light block and a sophisticated finish.

Manufactured from sustainably grown hardwood, available in 50mm or 63mm wide slats, this blind is available in a wide range of painted or stained colours to suit your decor. This colour palette matches our shutter range or you can even choose your own custom colour to complement your individual design requirements.

These blinds are finished down to the last detail with co-ordinated componentary including custom head rails, bottom rails, tassels, decorative tapes, pelmets and cords.

If you are sensitive to light or someone working shifts then this is the venetian blind for you as no holes in the middle of the slat results in a better closure and light block.

Decorative Tapes

Add personality, or just a touch of color and coordinate your contemporary venetian blinds with your decor. A thin strip of decorative fabric hides the ladder strings and helps to block light when the slats are closed. In a wide array of over 28 colors, you will find just the one for your design tastes.